Transport Topics Presents Trucking's Frontline Heroes

While America has struggled through a historic pandemic, members of the trucking community have taken on new responsibilities to ensure the safety of their coworkers and their customers, volunteered more of their time to deliver essential goods, and kept America's supply chains moving when it mattered most.

Transport Topics is recognizing the efforts of these heroes through our Trucking's Frontline Heroes campaign.

On Sept. 12, kicking off National Truck Driver Appreciation Week, Transport Topics will release a special commemorative publication and a dedicated microsite in celebration of Trucking's Frontline Heroes. The microsite includes a video gallery of short digital interviews introducing our heroes and a photo gallery of other notable industry workers.

In our heroes you will find people who not only reflect the hard-working nature of the industry but also pave the way forward for others. Follow their journey from everyday worker to hero, because everybody loves a hero's story.

SET YOUR REMINDER!
